
SITMark Ebook
»MakE EvEry copy unIquE
and TracEablE!«

Electronic books,  a lso known as digita l  books,  are be-

coming more and more popular  because of advantages 

such as (portabi l i ty ,  storage, cost  and avai labi l i ty ) .  How-

ever,  the digita l izat ion a lso makes i t  much eas ier  to 

copy and redistr ibute ebooks than convent ional  pr inted 

books.  Fraunhofer S IT offers  watermarking solut ions 

for the protect ion of ebooks and other documents.

Ebook Watermarking

SITMark Ebook and Document (for short »DocMark«) embeds and 

detects digital watermarks to claim ownership and identify docu-

ments. DocMark uses images, text and the underlying format of 

the protected document as its marking options:

First, DocMark can embed a desired watermark into all water-

markable images in a given ebook. DocMark checks all the images 

in the ebook and tries to embed the given watermark message 

into each image. If an image is watermarkeable, the watermark 

message will be embedded into the image and the watermarked 

image will replace the original one in the ebook. In this process, 

only the image content will be slightly modified by the embedder. 

All other image properties, such as the image format, its position 

in the document/ebook and so on, remain unaltered. The modifi-

cation caused by the embedding is usually imperceptible and can 

be customized by specifying the embedding strength. If an image 

is not watermarkeable, it will be kept intact. The current version of 

DocMark supports PDF, EPub and OpenOffice formats to water-

mark the image component.

Second, DocMark can also embed / detect a specified watermark 

into/from the text format of an ebook. DocMark modifies the text 

only slightly so that the watermarked ebook is perceptually identi-

cal to the original one. Compared with the image component wa-

termarking, the text watermark capacity is significantly higher, 

while the robustness is lower. However, the security of the embed-

ded watermark is ensured by AES encryption. The current version 

of DocMark supports the PDF format.

The third option regarding text watermarking is still in development. 

Text watermarking is also known as natural language watermark-

ing which is to embed watermark information by modifying the 

text content in some appropriate places of the ebook, e. g. by syn-

onym substitution or sentence paraphrasing. Text watermarking 

can achieve good robustness against attacks while having fairly 

high watermark capacity. The watermark can still be retrieved 

even after the ebook is printed out. In addition, by using text wa-

termarking, all document / ebook formats can be supported, in-

cluding plain text.

Technical Data

 � Supported ebook formats: EPub, PDF, OpenOffice. More for-

mats can be provided on request.

 � Supported platforms: Microsoft Windows 2000 / XP / Vista / 7, 

Linux, Mac

 � Various software interfaces can be provided: command line in-

terface, static and dynamic libraries etc.

 � Easy to be integrated into various existing environments

 � Free demo version for testing

Please contact us for more information and references!
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